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[We / to be sick] ________________________, my mother takes us to the doctor. 

You can't focus on your work [you / to consume too much sugar]

_______________________________.

[My children / to be sad] _______________________________, we watch a movie together. 

My friends like to road trip [they / to have vacation time]

_______________________________.

[The soccer team / to win a game]_______________________________, the fans always

celebrate. 

You can ask us for help [you / to struggle to understand]

_______________________________.

I can bring home dinner [you / to have to work late] _______________________________.

[You / to be late to class] _______________________________, you will have to check in

through the office first. 

[I / to go to a movie] _______________________________, it is a rare event due to my busy

schedule. 

[The boss / to not listen] _______________________________, it makes employees feel

unvalued. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

When we are sick

If you consume too much sugar

When my children are sad

If they have vacation time

When/If the soccer team wins a game

If you are struggling to understand

If you have to work late

If you are late to class

When I go to a movie

When the boss does not listen

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ANSWER KEY:

Example: She / to not study]________________, she will fail her exam.
Answer: If she does not study
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Make each sentence zero conditional using the verbs in brackets.

If I _________________ [to miss] the bus, I _________________ [be] late for my first

class. 

When my sister _________________ [to bake], she always _________________

[burns] cookies. 

When Michael is _________________ [to be sick], his mother _________________

[makes] hot tea and lemon. 

If you don't _________________ [to turn in] your essay on time, the teacher

_________________ [marks] it as a zero.

When the weather _________________ [to be] sunny out, the children

_________________ [can] play in the park.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

If I miss the bus, I will be late for my first class. 

When my sister bakes, she always burns cookies. 

When Michael is sick, his mother makes hot tea

and lemon. 

If you don't turn in your essay on time, the

teacher will mark it as a zero.

When the weather is sunny out, the children can

play in the park.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ANSWER KEY:
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Example: If you_______[to not eat] vegetables, you_________(not become) healthy.
Answer: If you don't eat vegetables, you will not become healthy. 
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Make each sentence zero conditional using the verbs in brackets.

When the weather _____________ sunny, I _____________ my dog in the park. [be / walk]

When you _____________ sad, you _____________ less motivated. [be / feel]

If you _____________ brush your teeth, the dentist _____________ lecture you. [not do /

will]

If a student _____________ behave, they _____________ attend the assembly. [not do /

will not]

If something _____________ wrong with your vacation, _____________ the vacation

planner. [go / call]

The flowers _____________  in winter if you _____________ a grow light. [bloom / use]

If your fireplace _____________ smoking, you _____________ a chimney sweep. [be /

need]

If Sarah _____________ when we leave, _____________ her favorite lullaby. [cry / turn on]

When you _____________ stressed, you _____________ crabby towards us all. [feel / be]

When you _____________ the dishwasher, please _____________ the door tightly. [empty

/ close]

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Is, will walk

Are, will fell

Don't, will

Doesn't, won't

Goes, call

Bloom, use

Is, need

Cries, turn on

Feel, are

Empty, close

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ANSWER KEY:
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